FUNCTIONS OF CDC
1. Recommend the University for the grant/extension of affiliation based on periodic visits to
the colleges and verification of infrastructure and other facilities as per the norms prescribed
by UGC/APSCHE/ University.
2. Co-ordination with APSCHE regarding Joint Inspections for establishment of new degree
colleges, new PG courses and new UG Courses/ Combinations/Additional
Sections/withdrawals etc., at the existing colleges.
3. Recommend the University to issue "No Objection Certificate" (NOC) for the starting of
New Professional Courses/Colleges after visits by the Inspection Commissions and
verification of facilities as prescribed by AICTE/BCI/NCTE/State Technical Education, etc.
4. Recommend the University for the grant of affiliation to professional colleges/courses
(Engineering/Pharmacy/Law/Education/MCA & MBA) after visits by the Inspection
Commissions and verification of facilities as prescribed by AICTE/BCI/NCTE/State
Technical Education, etc.
5. Recommend the University for sanction of additional strength to the affiliated colleges based
on the accommodation and other infrastructure facilities available at the colleges.
6. Monitoring of UGC Grants under various heads released to affiliated colleges sanctioned
under Section 2(f) and 12(B) of UGC Act, 1956. Forwarding of Utilization Certificates and
Completion report to UGC.
7. Scrutiny of proposals received from the colleges for Basic and Development Grants and
forwarding them to UGC.
8. Scrutiny of applications for enlistment of the colleges under Section 2(f) and 12(B) of the
UGC Act and forwarding them to the UGC.
9. Forwarding of the Joining Reports of the FIP teacher fellows for M.Phil/Ph.D. to the UGC
and claiming and disbursement of Living allowance and contingent amount to the Scholars.
10. Transmitting UGC/APSCHE information to the Colleges.
11. Conducting annual meet and the District Meet of the Principals / Secretary & Correspondents
of the Affiliated Colleges.
12. Appointment of Principals and Ratification of Teaching Staff in the Affiliated Colleges.
13. Permission of Student Transfers and Exemptions of subjects passed from other universities
and the Autonomous Colleges.
14. Preparation of Academic Calendar for Affiliated Colleges.
15. To facilitate change of premises, change of managements, change of societies, etc., of the
affiliated colleges through due inspections as per University/APSCHE norms.
16. Appointment of Governing Body Member as University Representative on the affiliation
college(s).

